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Abstract

Full Pipeline

While most schemes for automatic cover song identification have focused on
note-based features such as HPCP and chord profiles, a few recent papers
surprisingly showed that local self-similarities of MFCC-based features also have
classification power for this task. Since MFCC and HPCP capture complementary
information, we design an unsupervised algorithm that combines normalized,
beat-synchronous blocks of these features using cross-similarity fusion before
attempting to locally align a pair of songs. As an added bonus, our scheme
naturally incorporates structural information in each song to fill in alignment gaps
where both feature sets fail. We show a striking jump in performance over MFCC
and HPCP alone, achieving a state of the art mean reciprocal rank of 0.87 on the
Covers80 dataset. We also introduce a new medium-sized hand designed
benchmark dataset called ``Covers 1000,'' which consists of 395 cliques of cover
songs for a total of 1000 songs, and we show that our algorithm achieves an MRR
of 0.9 on this dataset for the first correctly identified song in a clique. We provide
the precomputed HPCP and MFCC features, as well as beat intervals, for all
songs in the Covers 1000 dataset for use in further research.

Beat-Synchronous Blocked Features
•

•

•
•
•

Improving Beat-Synchronous Cross Similarity Matrices with Early Similarity Network Fusion (SNF)

Motivation: Chroma-based features good choice but in certain
scenarios don’t work (e.g. hip hop, drumming)
We take blocks of 3 types of features synchronized to beats
1) HPCP Features, 2 windows per beat, OTI for matching
2) MFCC Features, long window size 0.5 seconds
3) Local SSMs of MFCC blocks in #2 (as in [3])
All blocks computed in 20 beat intervals
Blocks resized to a common number of frames before comparison
hopSize 23ms for all features

1) Create similarity kernel given distance matrix
from a feature type

“Before You Accuse Me”

2) Compute self-similarity regularized Markov
transition probabilities

3) Compute neighborhood truncated Markov
transition probabilities

“Grand Illusion” covers HPCP Blocks

4) Compute random walk probabilities using average
probabilities from other features and truncated
transition matrix from feature f

•

•

“Claudette” covers MFCC Block SSMs
•
•

Similarity kernels are normalized differently for self-similarity and cross-similarity parts
Apply Smith Waterman on nearest neighbor cross-similarity matrix to score alignment for individual
features and fused features
Can still apply late fusion to similarities from all features (W = 1/Score) and results from early fusion
to boost classification performance

•
•

“Addicted To Love” covers MFCC Block SSMs

Goal: given different cross-similarity measures, for a pair of
songs, fuse into an improved cross-similarity measure
Technique developed in [5, 6], used by Chen et. al. [1] for cover
songs at the level of song similarities, which we call “late fusion”
(also similar to [4])
We focus on local block similarities measured by different features
For each blocked feature, create an (N+M) x (N+M) “parent SSM”
(left) from concatenating song A (M blocks) to song B (N blocks),
which captures both self-similarity and cross-similarity, then run
algorithm. Example shown on the right

•

Additional Examples

Results: Covers 80

“All Tomorrow’s Parties” (SSM helps substantially)

’80s/’90s pop song benchmark [2]. 80 cliques, 2 songs per clique

•
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Code

https://github.com/ctralie/GeometricCoverSongs

“Tricky” (hip hop, HPCP fails outright)
[1]

Covers 1000 Dataset / Results
•
•
•

New dataset curated for the community, features available at
http://www.covers1000.net
Hand designed dataset, 1000 songs (395 cliques total)
Randomly sampled songs from http://www.secondhandsongs.com

Frank Zappa: “The Black Page”
•
•
•

Dataset / Live Demo
http://www.covers1000.net/dataset.html
http://www.covers1000.net/demo.html

Future Work
•
•
•

Figure out a way around beat tracking
Address time complexity and scale up to even larger datasets
Apply block-based SNF to music structure analysis within a song

MIREX
Covers80
•
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8 versions of song with no harmonic content
Compare to all songs in covers1000 and 8 versions
Mean Average Precisions:
• Raw MFCC: 0.97
• HPCP:
0.014
• Early SNF: 0.98
• MFCC SSMs: 0.905

•

Use a single tempo
level from state of the
art beat tracking [7] to
reduce computation by
a factor of 9.
Take a slight (but not
severe) performance
hit

Covers1000

